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Class officers of 2011
Bottom: Blake Wallis, president;
Allen Harrison, day student
representative;
Feargal Gilmore; secretary
Top: Brian Donnelly,vice
president;
Alec Rheams, representative
Not pictured: Myun Hyun Han,
representative
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Class officers for 2012
Bottom: Jody Chau\·in, president;
Jin Hwan Yoo, vice-president.
Midd le: Jun Tae Ko, secretary.
Top: Josef Camacho, representative;
Joseph Chanoine, representative
Not Pichlred: Nicholas Timmerman, representative

I'd like to go to a good b11si11ess college
suclt as U.T. or Stn11ford been use I got
an i11temship over lite summer and I like
the business ·world.
-Frn11k Taylor

Top: Toby Turney ran for class president but lost to Jody
Chauvin, who was class president last year also.
Bottom:

my dream college

"My dream college is 011e that has a
Cl,ik-Fil-A i11 its cafeteria, a good
political science program, and one that
lt'()llld gii>e men /11/1 ride."

Jayme Armstrong
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Dream

IO\/Q my

car

After first skit, Junior~ cheers for
Trojans' victory against
Mag.vine.

Teenaged boys love their cars.
But at Subi those cars are often at
home or only a dream. Each has
his fantasv vehicle that somedav
he wo~ld love to drive with;
special girl.
Johnathon ParksLamborghini

The junior class
had the skit for
the pep rally
the
when
Trojans played
the

Magazine

Rattlers.

Joseph Camacho'67 Camaro
Jody ChauvinCadillac DTC
It's game day,
and the Junior
Trojan footb,111
players watch
other classes
cheer at the pep
rally.

/ / 1 was worried about attending Subiaco at first.
Upau 1111/ arrirnl here 11-w1111 students treated me like
I rmsfa;,tily. The atmosph.ere, cla:.-se.s aud
e'l.'erything else at this school are top•110tc/J and / /
cannot l1e surpassed anywhere. - Ross DiL>s, 11

Je Young. Yoo

Jin Hv.an Yoo

Peng.Li Zhou

"I like ,m· room neat and orderlv so I
can pick. e\'l'1:whi11g up really q1~ickly. I
also like to know where e\'ery1hi11g is."

-Joe Willems

Class Officers for 2013
President- Greg Kelley
Vice-President- Robert Kim
Secretary- Tae Su Cho
Class Representative- Young Kim

Top: Sophomores vo1e for their class officers in Mr. Gary

Kinney's biology classroom.
Bottom: One of the hopeful class officers. Sung Soon Yim
gives his speech in the PAC.

Rooms: messy or neat
"/ don't care how my room looks. I only
pick my room up \\'hen the dean makes

The sophmore's first skit, a roaring success with
a "Kara te Kid" theme, was the best
underclassmen skit in the first quarter.
Sophomores improved on their battle cry for
2013 from last year's rendition.

Jackson Horn
"I don't like the lunch
tine. There shouldn't be
seniority at all, at least
not blatant favoritism.•

Greg Kelley

•1don't really
care abOut the
lunch line. l get
to eat anyway.
What is the big
deal?"

Coming to
Subiaco can be a
big change. One
of these changes
is formal dress on
Sundays and
Wednesdays.
This
disconcerting
change teaches
students at
Subiaco how to
dress formally
and to respect
Mass.
Michael VanGaa.<,beel-.

Class O ffi cers o f 2014
President- Daniel Dunham (back row)
Vice-President- Hyung Man Bae; Secretary- Da\'id Kim; Class Representative- Malcolm Mitchell

Top: Senior leader Jun Young
Chang mans the ninth grade
voting poll!> as Kamrom Hurst
and Daniel Heinrichs cast their
ballots.

"Kipling backpacks always are
made with a gorilla 011 their
backpacks."
-Andrew Ahn

Backpacks

"My backpack is falli11g apart
after 4 years, b11t /'II keep it as
long as I can."
-Daniel
Heinrichs

If only I could
Thomas Dykstra

Daniel
Hi enrichs
"/wish

Subi aco ca em
of diversity. T h is
enri ches the leami
immerses studen ts
cultures.

the world
llltlSa

EU Heckel
"I ·wish I could create my
own computer progm11uui11g
language."

I..Jol..._~ --- -

utopian
society."

"J wish I could get a

Sergey Vechar
Belarus

lle1.t 1 car wlte11 / furn

16."
Ninth g raders perform their
skit in front of the whole
school and get booed for their
lack of orga nization. Malcolm
Mitchell, Quintin Helms, Eric
Ledieu, Austin Schluterman,
and Zach Rucsewald at least
had the courage to a Item pt.
There is always the next time
for redemption.

Cody Eveld

"/wish I
could have
1111illio11

dollars."
"I wish the problems in
Mexico get bel/er."

Positions on the Arizona law on immigration
For
"/ tl1i11k lite Arizo11a law is
a good idea because ii will
limit the a11101111t of illegal
i111111igm11ts i11 the U.S."

For
"The Arizona law is law/11!
been use it helps us reg11lale 11,e
m1111ber of Mexican
im111igrn11fs in the U.S. and
helps co11trol our pop11latio11."
Ste phen Baker

Thomas Dy kstra

Against
"I think the Arizona law is
1111/aw/11! because it cm,
cause racial profili11g."
Austin Schluterm an

Against
"/ think the Arizo11a law
is bad because I think
Mexicans s11011/d be
allowed in the U.S.
willwut checking visas."
lnaki Belaustegui gotia
Sam Trucmpcr

Sergey Vedmr

De

Zhang

I/

Being in a different
co11ntn1 can be hard, but
it is al;o very rewarding. I
-De Zhang

I

De Zhang
Cltina

For many e\'ents. the se\ent h and
eighth gradeni worked a..., one. The)
pulled together wi th 1hei r smaller
nwnben. IO create a 1eam for such
event, as Spiri t Weck competitions.
Al pep ral lies. they cheered as
separate clm,ses and took great pride
in growing louder <h the '>ea..,on
progressed. But fif\t and foremosL.
the) cheered a.\ Trojans.

Log(ln Kremer

Jonalhon Li ttle
"My first 1mpress1on was
of the great tradition of
Subiaco and how the
students are hke
brothers."
Bradley Stall
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Christopher Shiffer

Bradley St:111

Evan Strobel

Wesley T immcm1an

Stephen Redic;m

"The camp here was
great ."
ChriS Shiller

Ryan S1\.aync

Abbot Jerome Kodell
Fr. Leonard Wangler,
Interim Headmaster
Mrs. Cheryl Goetz
Academic Dean
Mr. Greg Timmerman
Dean of Men
Mr. Tim Tencleve
Athletic Director

With seven new teaching faculty, lots of energy has been noted as
one passes in the hallway during classes. The beginning is an
exciting, scary, cazy time noty only for new students but for new
teachers as well.

Mrs. Del Berry
Mr. Mike Berry
Br. Patrick Boland
Mrs. Michelle Chuang
Mr. Edwin Dlsang

Miss Melody Farrer
Mrs. Yadira Flores
Mrs. Hermina Fox
Mr. Jason George
Mr. Roy Goetz

"My fifth grade science
teacher, Mrs. Graibau, would
probably be surprised I made
it through high school, let
alone through college and
now teaching science. Many
years ago her sharing of her
sense of wonder and
excitement about the
workings of all the things
around us got me excited
about the study of science.

hope where ever she is nowi
she takes pride in her positve
influence on the lives and
outcomes of her students."

Mr. Gary Kinney
Mr. Terrell Melancon
Mr. Larry Perreault
Mrs. Sarah Perreault
Mr. Robert Pugh

Mr. John Redford
Mrs. Lauren Rexroat
Mrs. Chandra Rush
Br. Jude Schmitt
Mr. Bob Shelton
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"It has been a
wonderful experience
coming to a
school where
education 1s the

number one
priority. I have
enjoyed getting to
know my students and
becoming a fill-in
parent to some that
are so far away. 11
has been an honor to
work with parents that
value their children·s
education. Together
our goal is to help
them strive for
perfection."

Mrs. Sarah
Perreault

Mr. Kenneth Stovall
Br Adnan Strobel
Mr. Bill Wright
Mr. Jonathan White

Brian Donnelly

Zach Boyer
As I take another step into the unknown, I know that Subiaco has prepared me to accept and excel at
whatever my future hol~s. This school has shaped me in every aspect of my being, and I am eternally
grateful, but this moctellng did not come without a cost and many sacrifices were made so that I would
have this opportunity. I extend my thanks and undying gratitude to everyone at Subi and back home
who have been supportive and caring, but the following individuals deserve more gratitude than I can
ever hope to give: To my father, mother, and step-father for their communal efforts and sacrifices· To
Gerald Quick whose friendship. advice, and movies ,despite being occasionally unsolicited, have 'both
perpetually scared me and kept me sane through tough limes; To Coach Pugh for always being there
for me; To all of my teachers, but most especially Mr. Goetz for giving me the opportunity and skills to
play and also Mrs. Goetz for her help and advice; To the Reeves for bringing out my best and keeping
my worst in check; To Troop 1887: To Br. Francis, Br. Mel, Mr. Pohlmeier, and all the monks for their
Inspiration and formation of my faith; To the Fredericks for making me a part of their family; To the
class of 2011; and finally to my closest and dearest friends Derek, JP, Rob, Greg, Grant, and Jacob
who, despite my quirks and fault, have always been there for me and will never be forgotten.

I would like to thank my parents for the opportunity to come to Subiaco. It took a lot of sacrifice but 1
am truly thankful for this once and a life lime opportunity. These past four years here at Subi have
been some of the best rve had. I would hke to also thank God for his help in getting me through the
tough times, beeause with him anything ls possible. I would like to thank my teachers, coaches. and
deans for putting up with me these past few years. I owe you a lot. To the Class of 2011, r couldn"t
ask tor a better group of friends 10 spend these past lour years with. I know I made some lifelong
friends here at Subiaco. 1"11 always have great memories of my time up here on the hill. I feel Subiaco
has prepared me 10 lace the outside world and I know ru be successful in college and aherwards.
because of what I learned at Sub1. Thank you to my friends who persuaded me to play football
freshman year. It has been a lot of fun. To the football team neXI year, I wish you guys· good luck. I
hope you are able to carry on the winning trad1t1on we have helped build here. To the football players
of 2011, we did something no other class could accomplish and that's hosting a home playoff game. I
look forward to seeing all of you agam some time in the future

Keith Dunn

Matt Burt
I am extremely grateful for the opportunity to graduate from Subi. I have had
some of the best times of my life here. The friendships I have developed go
way deeper than any other school could ever provide. I have had many ups &
downs here; still I've made it through. I would like to thank my foster parents,
my mom & my grandparenls for getting me through the past four years. I
would like to thank the coaching staff for all they've done. an of my teachers
for their knowledge, and all of my friends for the amazing high school
experience.

All of the years went by so fast. I'm happy that I got 10 en,oy 11 with all my
friends and the faculty. Without them, the would have been the worst
experience but thankfully it was the best ever.

Robert Elder

Jun Young Chang
Subiaco Academy became a big part of my life. Even though I had to
acclimate myself to a totally new world (since SUSI-life was my first
high school experience in America), 1made good friends with lrue
friendship. Now that the Subiaco Academy Class of 2011 wilt graduate.
I cannot but say Mgood-bye,~ but I believe we can still keep in touch one
another.

Thanks to the class of 2011 for all the fun and Iha crazy ride the pasl four years. I
really want to !hank Matt Post for givmg me the opportunity of being in lh1s
wonderful enwonment. The same goes to the Knights of Columbus of Altus. Yes.
1save the best for lasl. my family. especially my mom and dad. They were the
ones that supported me through every step. Wish all the best to the class 0120111

Rob Elder

Toby Fang
I can't believe I have been in Subi for 4 years already. Although the li fe in here is
opposite with my city life in Shanghai, especially the "jail break" for weekends
and holidays, Subi gradually became my home and gave me tons of fun
memories.
Still there is a long r0c1d to go for me. Hope my classmates and underclassmen
give their best effort to every aspect of their li\·es and choose the best fit careers
for their lives. Peace out!

~, rmllyn11t'llt'J 11!11111 gr,·11t lmtts /"a.•
ever m.-rd,• l .n11 :,:m11~ to 1111--~ ,--vc·rytl11ng
S11b1<1w."'

11/xl11t

Dominic De Salvo
Welt thanks, Mom, Dad, Grandpa and Grandma for the support. Also for !he
opportunity of going to Sub1. rve had a good time at Sub1 and have made
some memories. 1will never forget. This also goes along with lnends that I
have made the people that I will never forget, the ones that made my lime at
Subi enjoy~ble. To you underciassmen that are reading this, one thing I've got
to say is hang in there. And trust me it's worth it. To m_y fellow classmates
and seniors. thanks for making Sub1 compfetely worth it and may your hie
after Subi be fun and successful.

Jacob Haddock

Greg Frederick
These four years at Subiaco Academy have taught me a lot. I've made some awesome friends
that l will remember forever. Boyer, Rob, Derek, J.P. , you guys are the best friends any person
could ask for. ln fact I consider y'all more like brothers and I hope that we always keep in touch.
After coming to Subi I've become involved in my faith. Mr. Oisang was an amazing coach and a
pretty cool friend who constantly pushed me to my limits so I could be !he best player. Of
course I'd love to thank my parents because I wouldn't have come here without them. They
have ~een a great support all these years. Sadly my time here Is almost over and ye1 it still
!eels like yesterday was my first day freshman year. I wish I could stay longer, but I realize that
lhe torch must be passed on. This school changes boys to men by teaching them essential life
lessons and how to be prepared for the real world. Thank you Subiaco Academy and all the
~r~~:i~~d staff who help make this school one of the best experiences of my life.Gregory

Subiaco has been a great experience, perhaps the greatest experience in my hie. However,
none of what has happened the last three years could have been possible without the support of
my parents who generously sacrificed copious amounts of their own time. From car pools to
attending nearly every jazz ensemble concert, they were there to offer their support to my
endeavors as well as support to the Academy. Attending Subiaco was no small feat for me, and I
thank my classmates for accepting me more than any other student body has ever accepted me
thus making the transition as smooth as it possibly could have been . Einstein once said, m his
quintessential jocular mentallty, ~Insanity: Domg the same lhlng over and over again and
expecting different results: Here we are, the class of 2011, on our way to college and the real
world. We will be doing the same things we did at Subiaco: studying, socializing, recreating and
striving for excellence. However, this lime we expect to start careers of our own. quite different
from the high school mentality of just getting out of the piece that has seemingly held us caplwe
for several years. Therefore, according to Einstein. we are all Insane, which I find an accurate
(but not negative) assessment of the class ol 2011 1Good luck everyone and thank you for an
unforgettable experience!

Hasten Freeman

Myung Hyun Han

First, I'd like to thank my family for everything: supporting me in sports and driving across
the state to watch me play. Ya'll were very supportive when it came to school work. Thank
you, Steph, for giving me advice for school work. Thank you , Julie, for pushing me to get
homework done and studying for tests with me. You've helped a lot. I wouldn't have made
ii _through freshman yea~ without all of you. Second, r want to thank my friends: Chris
(sneaking through tall grass fields), Taylor (making putt-putt pool) , Allen (movie mghts with
Rock Band), Keith (paintballing a Iott), Tyler (bonfire and .• .), Jacob (Scape!). and Osepa
(coming over and hanging out on breaks). Gosh, ii would not have been near as close to
fun. The boarders were great. I'll always remember you guys. I'd like to thank the staff
along with the coaches for getting me where I am today. You guys realty tested my abilities.
Thank you to my family, friends, God, the monks of Subiaco, coaches and staff.

It has been a very pleasant time for me the past three years. I have learned
and earned many good experiences and friends. Choosing the best suitable
high school among the schools that I got accepted to was one of the hardest
selections in my life, and I believe that choosing Subiaco Academy was one of
my best choices. The academy not only supported me lo grow up physically
but also to grow up lo learn responsibility. There may be some who complain
about school now, but as they reach the graduation day, they will find true
values of the academy,
Stay out of trouble and enjoy me!

Hasten Freeman

Fearga/ Gilmore

Allen Harrison

Wow. has it really been 4 years already? The memory of crying watching my mother drive away the day
before my freshman year began does not seem too long ago! My time at Subiaco has gone by so last,
and I wouldn't trade my four years here for anything. The countless memories I have made. and all of the
great people 1have met have made the experience very rich and rewarding . I would like to lhank all of my
teachers and all of the monks I have had the pleasure to know. Thank you for guiding me spiritually,

Thanks everyone for the past four years. Thanks, Mom and Dad, for letting me come to this
awesome place called Subiaco. It's been a great run, and I'll never forget cheenng for the football
team and the fun in basketball , The four years have flown by. It feels like jusl yesterday I was walking
around the campus for lhe first time and now I'm showmg other kids around campus for their first
time. Thanks, Class ol 2011 , tor the past four years and all the great times. Glad l got to meet you
guys and dominate field day and spirit week. Thanks to all the Day Dogs who kept the four years fun.
Thanks. Allie, tor making the past two years the best in my life. Most importantly I want to think God
for this great opportunity to come here. Without him I would be nothing.

physically, mentally, and emotionally and making me feel like an accomplished young man at the end of
this four year journey. I would also like to thank the class ol 2011 for being the greatest class anyone
could be a part of! All of you guys are like brothers to me, and 1hope that we are all able to keep in touch
af!er we graduate. I would finally like to thank God and my family for making it possible for me to attend
this great place. I hope that one day I have the opportunity to give back to a place that gave so much to
me.

TaeHong

Taylor Goodson
From lh~ start of the sixth grade at Sl. Joseph's school in Paris, Arkansas, I knew where
I was gomg to go for my high school education. I was in a class withs guys. that was our
whole class. We all wanted to attend Subiaco Academy and stay together for four more
years. Four of us came to Subiaco and the other is at Scranton. I knew what potentials I
had and I knew that the Academy could bring them out. I am glad my parents enrolled
me at this great school. I will forever have great memories of the class of 2011 and all of
the friends .1made. I want to say thank you to all of the teachers and staff that are part of
the Subiaco community. Without your help and guidance most of us would be lost and
not In the great situation we are in now. I also want to say thank you to my parents. You
have encouraged me to do my best in school and be who l want to be. A final thanks has
to go out to all of the past and present students of Subiaco Academy. You have all
made Subiaco the place it is and made my four years here more enjoyable. Onward
Trojans!!

Elementary school . middle school, and high school years are most important
years In our life, but they are also the most wasteful years, but always looking
for the happiest.

.., 111/1
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SeanJaung

James Kyle

For lhree_years at Subiaco Academy, I have experienced many things. Subiaco taught me
both relig10Usly and academically. Also, it helped me not only to make many fnends from
different countnes but also to find out my potentials. The moments when I have been at
Subiaco wlll exist m my mmd forever. I love Subiaco and am proud of the !act that I was
one of them.

Al the time ol this wn11ng. I do not know how well we did ,n Quiz Bowl . although I
have the leehng WE WONlt. gMng me a third ring. Thank you . Ms. Freerksen. for
coaching us my freshman through Junior year, and thank you to Mr. Perreault for
coaching us this year. Also. good t<)b, football team. spec1ficalty the sen10rs. who
won a game , alone , when our senior high didn't, and then got us to the ptay-offs
two years m row. Overall, it's been a great four years, a lot of success. a few
people I know I'll miss who couldn't have the1r wnte-ups m here. In closing, live
long and prosper, all of you.

Taylor Johns

Ho Lee

The four years here at Subiaco Academy are unforgettable. It was a great

1 am really gald that I could go to school hke Subiaco Academy. Even though I
stayed here only for two yeras, I had a lot fo tun time in Subiaco.
I will really miss all of the school and fnends. teachers. and Mr. Timmerman
and wil1 never forget them.

time making memories and hanging with my friends. I want to thank
everybody that helped me go to Subi especially my Mom and Dad. I also want
to thank my Lunch Table for all the laughs' I'm going to miss everybody!
Ptsptsptsptspts! CHOO CHOO!

Minsoo Kim

Jacob Nehus

I am a 2 and a hall year senior. Even though I've been here for short ttme, -1 lemed
so many things from Subiaco. Subiaco not only provided me the formal education,
but also taught me how to live with others. I couldn't realize how much
relationshlps between other people are important until icame to Subiaco. I will
never forget Subiaco. This school was new experiences for me, and my first high
school. I want lo remember it as wonderful memory

Thank you , Mom and Dad , for sending me to this school I can't thank you two
enough for your hard earned time and money you spent on me these last lour
years. I would also like to thank the monks for keeping ptace m good care. These
have been some of the most memorable years of my hfe. To the whole Nehus
family, I realty appreciate all of you coming to my games these last four years . I
will never forget that. And to the senior Class of 2011. you guys are amazing and
the best class ever to come here. I hope we an keep m touch alter this year. God
bless everyone

Ho Jin Kwon

Michael Osepa

Subiaco Academy might be a great thing I can remember for t he whole life.
Keep the flow.

"lvc.-n 11 youfi I Ith- ~JU t1.rtnot gdtm,'\
a11ytJ11nx from '>ulimt a yt'u au actuall11
Ki.."llm8 wm, IJ1inK from S11li1,1u1
w

I'm very thankful to have come to Subiaco. My journey and my memories started here. I have to
thank every one who helped me during my three years. Thanks to my parents and family for
making my school career at Subiaco Academy pcssible. Thanks to ALL the families that took
care of me dunng the breaks. Thank you. all .
LOVE & PEACE . Deuces!! !

Hat~fun at.
now and don·,

I

ap11recu1k u·lwl

Doll'/ rt5:rl'f Po

Derek Pagel

Tyler Sch/uterman

Some of the best years of my life have been on this hill. Ever since 1was a freshman I have
enjoyed the time spent at Subi. The pride of being in this school is too much to describe on
~his page but it is obvious. Attending this school will do a lot !or you young guys reading this'
11 has me. The monks and faculty have always helped when limes were tough , when things

First of all I would like to thank my friends and family for making my lour years at
Subi the best they could be. t would also like to thank the teachers and staff for
putting up with me through the years. My time here at Subi will surely be some of
the greatest times of my life
winning district tennis wrth Feargal
shanng
some amazing memories at the lunch table
. These are among the good
ones. I know I'll miss this place and the people. but I hope we can all keep m
touch.

were bormg, and when needed of them. The dorms have their downside but they are home .

The people you meet and the things you do impact you here. I will never forget the day
freshman year that Booneville called us under classed during a baskelball game, and we
went to their court ln lull Sunday dress just to prove we had more class than them. Nor will I
forget the time Fr. P1acidus O.S.B. passed away to God. May he rest in peace. Nor will I ever
forget the three brutal years of Coach Berry and off•season. One more thing I have never
forgotten is the class of 2008 listening to Mr. Timmerman say to that class one of his
speeches and I thought to myself it won't be long. The same is true for all the underclassmen.
It starts slow and ends fast. You young guys take your time and enjoy it here.

Grant Piechocki
One of my favorite experiences at Subiaco was when I came here my
sophomore year. I was welcomed into the school and there was nothing but
raillery. The teachers were and are open to students. They do not just act like
they are listening and then tell you that you are wrong or right. The teachers
listen to what you have to say and will attempt to explain any question (within
reason of course). It would take a long lime to completely tel1 anyone
everything that I have learned during my stay here at this school. There is no
other place like Subiaco and it is truly a great experience.

Dong Geon Shin
I still remember my first day m Subiaco vividly. Hot weather, small campus. big church: these were my
first impressions of Subiaco Academy. Approximately 15 hours of fllght from Korea to Ari<ansas could
not decline a bit my expectation, and severe 1et lag did not bother me from explonng every part of
Subiaco Academy. Everything I saw and everyone I met was new. The first Sunday Mass I attended in
Subi became the first mass In my life. Friends I made in Subi became my hrst American friends. Now.
although I've spent three years ln Subiaco, I still feel like a freshman. The more I participated in school
activities. the more I learned new things about Subiaco. Subiaco Academy granted me not only a
quality of education but also a spiritual value. I was not used to gomg to church or calling myself a
Christian in Korea. I even had a doubt on God's presence and once considered all Christians to be
fools. But the religion teachers in Subiaco as spiritual mentors led me to believe in God's presence and
live In God's will. Especially Mr. Pohlmeier, Mr. Goetz and Br. Joseph taught me Chnstian values and
demonstrated the way of life as epitomes of good character. I know that recent three years in Subiaco
Academy became the essential part of my life and I will miss them at lhe las! moment of my life.
yo

AlecRheams

Chris Siebenmorgen

These four years at Sub, have been some of the best years of my life. I've had a great time
getting to know the monks and teachers of Subiaco. I'm grateful for all of my friends I've
gotten these past four years and enjoyed sharing my Subi experience with them. Thanks to
my mom and dad who pushed me to go here.

It has been the best and fastest four years of my Ille. Subiaco has taught me some of the most
valuable things to know. When I first came here I thought the day would never come for me to get my
semor ring or to graduate. Well, it's here. I have found the best friends when I went to Sub1. Thanks
for all the great memories you all have given me; l will keep them throughout my whole hie. Hopefully
we will see each other soon. Thank you, Mom and Dad. for allowmg me to come to Subi. It has
changed my hie. Thank you my teachers and coaches, especially Coach Stovall, who was always
there to give me good adv1Ce or the life-tong nickname, Spanky. Also thanks to my brother and sister
who always helped me oul. II was a great lime playing sports with you the last two years of high
school. I am a part of the best class, the class of 2011 _We have the best range of students from
athletes to scholars. Thanks again for the great times and great memones.

Joey Sayre

Seung Hoon Song

I would like to thank my parents for my sending me here and having faith in me 10
accom~lish what I have here. I would also like to thank my grandparents and my friends
for their suppcrt through my four years here. I am glad my parents gave me the chance
.to come here, even though I didn't have the desire at first, but I am happy with all !he
fne~ds I have made through the years and all the interesting people I have met. 1have
enioyed these past four years at Subiaco, and I'm glad to be one for the last four•year
senior~. I would like to thank all of my teachers I have had the past four years for their
dedication in wanting lo teach me and not giving up on me. I would like to thank my
coaches for giving me the _chance to play high school baseball and continue playmg a
sport I love. I hope to remain m touch with my friends I made here !or years to come. and
I hope to keep Subiaco in my life for a long time.

This moment Is one of the great things in my hie. Be the best.

~II '<i gc111d t11 lit· opm-mittdt·d, l•1it nlit so
1ipt·1111/jJ/ Iii, ir 1,mi11~ fiJ/1 emf

BokunSun
First of all , I appreciate my parents for sending me to the United States to have
an education. They have to work harder and have sacrificed themselves a lot for
me. Also I need to lhank all the teachers at Subi. They taught me not only
knowledge from textbook. but also some "spiritual things." I'm going to miss many
awesome teachers such as Mrs. Hart and Fr. nmothy though he only taught me
for a week and left. I also have had a lot of fun doing different sports end cheering
during the games. It's amazing that students from many foreign countnes gather
al Subi which teaches me to be respectful to different cultures. Subi influences
me a lot and the last thing I would say, MGO TAOJANSr

J.P. Thomas
Subiaco Is a beautiful place of love, peace, and brotherhood. Subiaco Is also the place that has made
one of the biggest impacts on my life. When I first came here in the ninth grade 1was a young man who
didn't realize how much I was missing in life. Now I am a senior and 11ook back on how much this place
has built me up. I now understand my faith better than lever imagined was possible, and my physical
and mental endurance that have developed while I was here wilt stay with me for the rest of my life. I
have already turned me into a leader in the outside world. t want lo first thank my parents Tim and
Margaret Thomas for allowing me to come here , raising me as a child. for the sacrifice they put into
letting me leave home so early. I also want to !hank Mr. Pohlmeier. Mr. Goetz, Br. Francis, Br. Mel, and
all the monks of Subiaco for the religious Influence they had on me as a Catholic. Every teacher who has
ever taught me here , I thank you for your gifts of knowledge in my life, and the time you put into your
classes. I thank Coach Berry and all the coaches for the great football program they have developed here
at Subiaco, and the off-season they put me through. Because of the coaches 1 am now a harder worker,
mentally tough. and most importantly I know what It means to win a football game! All my brothers and
classmates, thank you for your friendship and support. Although it was hard at times especially in the
beginning, you have made it an enjoyable experience,

Blake Wallis
17me really does fly by at Subi. I still remember getting dropped off freshman year and my dad
leaving with a huge smile on his face and my mom with tears in her eyes. From a group of new
freshmen watchlng Family Guy in Thomas's room to the senior ring ceremony. I have made so
many memories here that 1 will have with me forever. I'd like to thank God and my parents for
making ii all possible . Their sacrifices and hard work allowed me 10 come to the school I wanted to
and receive a good education. I'd also like to thank all my friends, especially Feargal, Brian, Jacob,
Matt, and Joey for all the good times we've had here. I'm gonna miss football, pick•up baskelball
games, Benet Club, trips to Clarksville with Feargal, and life on the Hill in general. See y'all at
Homecoming and reunions!
Blake Wallis

Patrick Weigant
First I would like to thank my parents for making sacrifices to allow me go to Subi, sacrifices both
monetary and emotional. It musl have taken a lot to watch their youngest child leave 4 years early.
However, what they gave me was a life changing experience. Subl isn't just a school ; it's a way of
life and the lessons I've learned and the memories I've made will stay with me wherever I go and
whatever I do. I would like to thank all the monks, teachers, coaches, Mjoke-as• and friends for
everything they've done for me, and the experience they've made for me that only those that
experience it will ever truly understand. While it is time for this chapter of my life to end, another
opens and because of my times at Subl I feel confident in myself and my class.
Class of 2011 Mlet's Bouncer-Patrick Weigant

'"It\ ~·1n II l!rt't1t tim1• 111th 11/111 wm. Jol..a~.

Tw1NKLES OF LIGHT

Questions
Several newer students ask
Bokun Sun, a senior, about
Mass procedures.

To Prav or Not to Prav

Required religious practice marks life on the hill
As Subiaco i a Bened ictine school, religion is an important
part of all the students' lives. The students that come to
Subiaco know full weU what is expected of them: mandatory
Mass twice a week and n ight prayer on all school nights.
"Going to a Benedictine school run by monks, you know
Mass is going to be mandatory when you first sign up/' said
Jody Chauvin (11).
Still, there are those who dislike anything mandatory and
voice their discontent. "I don't see why they need to push
their views on us. I have the right to believe what I want,"
said Jackson Horn (10).

"/ likenltnr
servi11g. Bei11g n11
altar server helps
me remember tlte
Mnss better. Every
Mass I altar serve
i11 is a lw11dred

times better tl,a11
the ones that I
don't serve in."

Night prayer is another mandatory element of the
day to reinforce the Benedictine surroundings. This
nightly event has a double function: it serves both as
an opportunity for group prayer and a way to check
that students are where should be.
Several students go to church not only on Saturday
but on Sunday as well. Some go to the Benet Club;
others are altar servers. All in all religion is an
essential and helpful part of all students' li,'es.

Aus tin Moreau
(11)

"Altar servi11g is
never hit or llliss for
me. lt doesn 'I
111ntter if a Mass is
i11teresfi11g or not, I
nlwnys feel closer to
God when I nm
serving tlln11 at any
other time."
Greg Kelley (10)
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wrse,vers
Deacon Roy Goetz speaks to some of the altar servers about the routine and practices of serving at Mass.
Over 20 students volunteer in this capacity. Others are lectors or Eucharist ministers.

~ng to the masses Greg Frederick (12) serves many
le ctions .at the weekly Masses for students, including being a
ctor. ll ,s a task that develops public speaking skills.

Belore and During Top: Senior Taylor Johru. refll'cts before
Wednesday Mass.
Bottom: J. P. Thomas holds the book for Pr. Hugh
As.,;cnmachcr as Mass begins.

I. At the beginning of the year, many students ,·oluntecred to help set up the
library. EH Schluterman (10) and Eric Siebcnmorgcn (10) worked through the
summer worl,...ing in the libr,1ry. 2. Daniel Heinrichs (9) and Tae Hong (12)
,·o\unteer to creatl' the poster for the first football game.
3. Subi !,tudcnts helped at the pro-life dinner by scrvin~ food and then they met
Miss Ar\...,ms.1s Alyse Eady.

Service
in Subi

Values tested when
students participate
in volunteer work
36

Serving the comm unity is part of the
Benedictine values that hopefully are
instilled in the students of Subiaco
Academy.
Eight students volunteered for the
Frontier's Day event held each fall in
Paris. The students who volunteered to
work a booth learned the satisfaction of
charity and the responsibility it takes to
help others.
"l got to help the physically disabled,"
said Robert Kim, a junior from Korea.
Another event Subi students
undertook was the protest of an
abortion clinic in No rthwest Arkansas.
A group ca lled Planned Parenthood
organized the protest.
"I think we had more s upporters
than non-supporters," said Jordan
O'Dell.

"We had some really negative
responses, but for the most part
people agreed wi th our statement,"
said Daniel Dunham.
This trip taught students to deal
with rejection and disapproval from
the public. They a lso had a chance to
spread lhe word of a wonderful
message.
Through the course of a year, many
students step up and jump at
opportunities to participate in
community service projects. By being
active students enrich the school and
their own lives and possibly impact
the lives of others. Definitely, they
are developing stronger morals and a
stronger sense of community.

"I've been doing
vo/i111t,:er 1.oork. 11 's
good to help someone."

Boy Scouh. members Zich Rue!-ewald
and Allen Ara)·akitipong post the flags
for thl? Pll'dgt• of Allegianre at Subi "s
homecoming game again~! Waldron.
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International students work to make dream come true

free time foolery
C01DDU1er uame
Textlng
Delcio Alberto (11) texts his friends
in Angola.

Tae Yang Hong (12) plays a
comptuer game during a long,

slow weekend.

With 49 international students
from countries like South Korea,
China, Japan, Curacoa, Mexico, and
Belarus, there is much diversity on
the campus. These students also
bring another element to the school a devotion to studies.
Most international students have
good grades in classes. Many people
think that international

students are just too smart to study
hard; however, thjs is not true.
In fact, international students are
required to have good grades before
making a contact with schools in
America. However, since their new
classes are all spoken in English,
many still have trouble and must
spend more time on their studies than
American students.

Jnternational students spend free
time and weekends studying so that
they do not fa II behind.
The good results they shov,.r on their
grade reports are a result of effort. All
students can take the international
students' practice of extra time spent
studying and realize that the pay off
shows in the final report.

Step up for the Dream
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CW Cl.. First row: Seok Young Kim, Jun Young Chang, Dong Geon Shin, Sung Hwan Jaung, Ho Lee, Jun Tae Ko,
Chan Ahn Kim , Stephen Redican. Second row: Eric Ledieu, Sung Soon Yim, Min Soo Kim, Je Young Yoo, Michael
Osepa, Daniel Dunham, AJlen Arayakitipong, Kun Fang, Adam Musgrove. Third row: Jin Hwan Yoo, Tae Soo Cho, Ji
Hong Kim, Sergey Vechar, Richard Mannion. Fourth row: Hyung Man Bae, Ho Jin Kwon , Myung Hyun Han , Santiago
Almada, Stevio Alexandrina, Xinchang Chen, Chenxi Du, Foxian Fan, Zhi Chao Lu , Guanting Hou . Last row: Seung
Hoon Song, Jae Seo Lee, Kye Hoon Jo, Gregory Frederick,Tae Yang Hong. Patrick Weigant, J.P. Thomas, Tian-Fan
Fang, Bokun Sun, Zhensheng Ren

StullV through the weekend Many international students have a language disadvantage in the classroom. They learn to compensale with
gOOd study routines. Je Young Yoo, Foxian Fan, and Stetvio Alexandrina study hard and do homework to get higher scores.

Malcolm Mitchell- Coconut Karimbu

Matt G lass- Flute

Practice is 110w
in session!

Dalton Miller- Harmon ica

"I got 111y karimb11 from Curncao."

\1arcelo Elizondo (7) enhance:; his
piano abilities by playing on the piano
in Heard Hall.
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Top:
Daniel Heinrichs gets an early
start to class by practicing on
the organ in Centenary I !all.

Right:
Dominic Hackman plays his
guitar after school.

Music
Mania

Musical abilities
honed
before and after
school

Music is a big part in the lives of many
people, perhaps especially teenagers.
Many students show their love of and
dedication to music by practicing it
everyday.
"1l1ere is always a variety of sounds
coming from people's dorms. Whether
it's the gui tar or flute, you can almost
always find someone practicing his
instrument during the da y," said Stephen
Baker (9).
Not only do Subi students practice
after school, but also they rush to the
piano lab to get an edge in their classes.

"I wake up at 6:40, get out of the
dorms at 7:10, eat breakfast, and head
straight for the piano lab," said Daniel
Heinrichs.
Most kids in Subiaco even get their
m,•n instruments so they can practice
in the dorms. They even have a piano
in Heard Hall to allow students to
practice an even greater amount.
Music brings a unique aspect to the
school that can all be owed to the kids
who spend countless hours honing
their skills to enrich our school.
41
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y wake up the
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<1t ~,x o'clock. The <Jst
person out of the dorm ,s
J,,.Hr- Jang_•

Wake up Blues
sung by The Deans

•-. .. 1111

"It 1, easy for me to ~ ake
kids up because my
students are good ar
waking up at the nght tJme. •

W.... ear1ier Deans usually wake up earlier than students. They wake up and prepare for check in. (1) Coach Edwin Oisang gets ready to tum
music on in Heard Hall. (2) Mr. Chris Harrison is on duty for check•in. (3) Coach A.J . Jeu knocks on the door even though he is tired himself.

Sleeping Beauties
Sleep patterns vary; some of us
sleep heavily while others sleep
lightly. Neverthless, all students are
expected to be up and alive at 6:30
week day mornings.
That's no easy feat for the deans
of both Heard Hall and Main
Building who are responsible for
waking up the students in
42
the morning.

Some deans have found
interesting ways to wake up sleepy
students. In Heard Hall, Mr. Edwin
Disang and Mr. Jesse Kinney play
loud music and bang on the doors
with a stick. Mr. Disang in particular
yells funny phrases to help the
students wake up. The Main
Building deans use the sta ndard
approach: open the door, turn on

tl1e light, and yell at the students.
A few flashes of inspiration have
shown up. Mr. Chris Harrison has
done his interpretation of Arnold
Schwarzenegger. Mr. D. J. Johnson
has threatened a bucket of water as
as a wake-up method for a few
special sleepy heads.
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Some students count the minutes.
stealing every minute to snooze.
Manuel Valenzuela-Artola (11), with
his uniform on, grabs a few more
minutes of sleep lime.
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Anew Renaissance oav activitv centered on the magic of
chemistrv inspired by the Harry Potter series of novels.

"The boys
really enjoyed
playing' in the
lab all day and
a few students
got to flex their
chemis try
muscles."

Br. Patrick
Boland

Another special Subi tradition- now in its sixth year- i<. the Pig Roast
held on the ridge<. south of the campu:-.. Good food and good laughs
from ou r own !".illy antics make tor a h.•stive !'\m·embcr gathering.
I. The evening bt..-gan with Ma~ celebrated b)-· Fr. Hugh A<.scnmachcr.
2. Chris Siebenmorgen en1oy-. camaraderie and a ma~hmellow roa<.t.
3. Patrick Wcigant sure had fun with .._araoke, ~peciall} since he won
~ The meal is one of the best c, en vear, according to mam <.tudenb.

The Wizardry activity consisted of several
chemistry experiments that can appear to be
magical; however, with a brief ex planation of the
chemical characteristics and combinations, they
are completely explainable and predictable.
A purple fluid was changed into a green, then
blue, then yellow fluid just by blowing bubbles in
it with a straw. The group made acetylene
"bombs" with balloons and ignited those in the
parking lot with the help of a blow torch since it
was so windy.
Did you know dropping a sleeve of Mentos
candy in a 2-liter bottle of Diet Coke will result in
a fountain of Coke about 8 feet in the air? What a
mess!
Two powders were mixed together to make a
liquid, whid, got very, very cold ... almost
enough to freeze water. We also had a patriotic
celebration with three liquids red, white, and blue.
One experiment changed a round aluminum can
into a square one by heating and then cooling it
suddenly. After lunch, we watched, "King Arthur"
with of course the great magician, Merlin.
!1_11 Br. P11trick 80/1md

Jeff Lee
(12)

"They
showed me
some
awesome
science,
some cool
stuff. I want
to do it
again ."
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gig work

Secrets hidden beneath the bed

What's under

Some deans assign iig worl,.. to students who do not
keep their room clean. Other deans assign jobs, or
students simply help to kt.>ep their area clean. Robert
Kim (10) lakes his tum with a vacuum.

1aur IJed:1
All students have a bed, apparently for more than just a place to rest after a
long day of classes. That space under the bed where nobody looks is often
used as a secret space, a space to hide something you wouldn't like to show or
something you don't need. It becomes a place to stash items or a method
used often by students to clean a room.
Tony Schniederjan (10) said, "I put my shoes under my bed, because that is
a pretty good spot to hide shoes."
Luke Guist (11) said, "I have the Sports Illustrated swim suit edition under
my bed."

"There is an extra
blanket, cover
and pillow.
I use those to
make dummy to
pretend like I am
actually in bed,
and then I go to
friend's room to
hang out."

Jackson
Horn (10)

"Since my
roommate never
cleans our
room, I'd say
there is a portal
to another
universe under
there with my
two pairs of
shoes."

Jad. Lebas (10), lil,.e manv student~, stashes man\· or
his overflow items and !>~ppli~ in his clO:.et

under his bed
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Showing
Trojan Spirit

GmeDay
1.Jonathon Little, Jake Kim, Dclcio Alberto 2. "1..r. Gary Kinney,
Rob Elder 3. Chris Reed 4. Zach Bover 5. Joe Camacho, Frank
Taylor 6. Chenxi Du, Guanting Hou·

Creating a costume requres a few contacts
and a lot of ingenuity.
"Severn/

years ago I
·went to a
Razorback
game and got
myhnt."

DanieJ
Dunham, 9

Daniel
Heinrichs

(9)

Creating a suitable costume for Spirit Week can be
time consuming and a lot of hard work, but many
students and teachers think it's we ll worth it in the end.
"Spirit Day memories will stay with me for the rest of
my Li.fe," sa.id Malcolm Mitchell, a first year freshman.
Many inspiring and grandiose ensembles were seen
during the week but a few stood tall amongst the rest.
Senior Allen Harrison, who had the best consecutive
costumes, was crowned Mr. Spirit by popular approval.
An exorbitant amount of planning and preparation are
required to have a decent costume. Oan.iel Dunham (9)
said he put in "a ton!" of time into his costumes.
After all the incentive was there. Some were
recognized and rewarded for thei r creativity and efforta school-sponsored pizza party. "I reaUy wanted to go
to that pizza party," said Cody Eveld (9).

"/ already had
the shirt I used
and a clip-on
tie. I got the big
glasses from
111y dad and I
111ade the pocket
protector at the
Inst second."

Garrett
Kuna (11)

"Harlem has
bee11 111y
favor ite tea111
Jo,· a while. I
got the jersey at
a Harle111 ga111e
a couple of,
years ago.
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mbs Down

Spirit Week posters are meant to be displayed,
but sadly lots of them were ripped

Making posters to display at the Homecoming game is a custom long
followed at Subiaco. Every year new students line up on the stairs in front of
Mam Building to show off their artis tic talent and school spirit.
H omecomiilg Week often feels like the busiest week of the year, but still the
new studemts are required to make the poster whether there is a test to study
for or homework assignments to complete. The poster ru.Jes.
Even though much effort might have gone into the poster, most were
destroyed as the seniors judged, ripped and buried the artistic endeavors.
ew junior Pengzi Zhou said, "1 thought my poster would survive. I used
my pencil. No color markers. I draw as well as many others."
Chenxi Du, a sophomore,was surprised and a little upset. "l don't know
why my poster should get ripped. I spent an hour designing and two hours
drawing."
Only a select few made it to the wall of honor at the stadium. It is, after all, a
wa ll of honor.

"It took me 1
hour and 30
minutes to
make a
poster and
almost a
whole day to
think about
what I would

These jw1iors sit back in the shade of the tree, judging
the posters, whether they were to be ripped or
displayed.
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Stelvio
Alexandrino
(11)

"I spent
about 45
minutes on
my poster. It
was horrible.
The seniors
ripped it up
Ross
before I
Dies (11)
could blink
twice.'

{ARCS OF BRILLIANCE

In

Defense
of the

Homer Brooks (11)
World Wa r II history has always fascinated me; however, many times I find

Perfect VIDEO

myself being taught history from a single angle, not learning much abou t the
other side of the conflicts that have shaped our world, and th is has left me
wanting in many a lectu re across the years. However, last Thu rsday J was given
a unique experience when Coach Stovall came into my U.S. His tory class and
lectured us on the reasons for the American Civil War. I enjoyed the unbiased
nature of the lecture and found it very interesting to listen to, and I even found
myself wishing it would continue after it was finished. That lecture would have
to be my favorite moment in history this year.

When most think of history they think of boring or
old but in Subiaco the teachers strive to make class
more interesting, usually by adding debates or videos
to break up the routine of lecturing.
"Videos are an integral part of my teaching lesson,'
said Br. Joeseph Heath. "There is a huge difference
between hearing about something that happened a
century or two ago and watching eyewitness accounts
of what happened. It feels more real and important to
the students.'

'•

•

•

I

'

nl, Matthew Marconi. Mr. John Redford, Jacob
er, Brian Donnelly, Gregory Frederick
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"The more
interesting a
class is the
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information
taught in that
class."

"If you get into
discussion
about what you
learned and
use the
information that
is taught in
lass it's easier
o remember."

"If I can use
the lesson
that's being
taught in class
it's a lot easier
to remember
the little
confusing
facts."
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Big Red
Grant
Piechocki
(12)

information that
is taught in
class it's easier
to remember."

Michael
Osepa
(12)

5th and Walnut,

Paris

479-963-6-136

1. Students fin fifth period work on individual projects

Thewo~dotanis ...

a beautiful

as some of the students are learning fundamentals while
others are in advanced art.
2. Jun Young Chang (12) wor~ with oil on this
painting for his Advancement Placement portfolio.
3. Allen Harrison (12) asks Mr. Bill Wright about

technique so that Allen can improve,

world

Among the classes provided by Subiaco Academy, art class is
one of the more popular classes despite the difficulty of some of
the projects.
Chris Siebenmorgen (12) agrees. "Art is one of my favorite
classes. I enjoy drawing and shading. The final outcome of my
projects is the best part of every work ."
Another senior, Allen Harrison , said," It is a really fun class
and helps me get through my days."
Unlike the pressure of getting high scores in other classes, art
class provides students a shelter, a place where they can forget
the stressful day.

"The hardest
work was
the ribbons
that we had
to draw and
shade. It
took
Joesph Kramer forever. "

(11)

Haneul
Hong
(11)

56

h
(12)

"It is not
difficult
except oil
painting. It's
hard to
figure out
how to make
it look
better. "

1/otJ

"The hardest
project I've
worked on in
art class was
ribbons. It's
enjoyable to
learn new
techniques."

"Pen and ink,
because of all
the detail I
have to use
but I can't use
an eraser."
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Mr. Kinneys 0-ea.tures
"The stuffed
h111x is the

· coolest
because I

can actually
toucl, it.

Daniel
Mora
(11)

Eli Heckel
(9)

"My
fnvorite
snake in the
class is the
python
because I've
seen Mr.

Thomas
Dykstra
(9)

KhmetJ

nctunlly take
it out of its
cage."

attacks at
scent of oth
snakes.

"The turtles
are the most
active and
tht•refore are
my JavoritC'. J
used to lmz 1e a
turth• as a pet
as well"

Andrew Ahn
(9)

Animal
lnfestation
Students learn about some animals through extensive lectures by Mr.
Gary Kinney, the biology teacher, with animals right by his side.
Many students like his approach and seem to learn better. "I like
when Mr. Kinney brings out his animals during class. It helps me pay
more attention, and it's very entertaining," said Frank Taylor.
Having a python out during class can be frightening, but some
students don't think so. "The first time I saw the snake, I went straight
over to touch it," sa id Sam Chisholm.
The an imals make the learning experience unforgettable and more
enjoyable for him and his students.
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Senior High Quiz Bowl Ho Lee (12). James Kyle (12), Jun Tae Ko (11),Jacob Had dock (12), Abe \'ierthaler
(11 ), Jameson Hall (10), Eli Sorcv (11 ), Toby Tumey (11). 1'\ot pictu red: Grant PicchocJ..i(12).

NOW
The obvious criteria for being a
member of the elite team of Quiz Bowl is
knowledge. Still there are other traits.
For example, the ability to speak up, to
share the information that you have
stored somewhere in your brain for just
this moment. This skill, like most skills,
needs training.
Eli Sorey (11) said, "We mostly just
practice answering the questions Mr.
Perreault asks. Sometimes we go over
the games and work on something that
we had trouble with during that game."
The Quiz Bowl team placed third in
state last year and won state in 2009.
Abe Vierthaler (11) said, "Some of the
people on Quiz Bowl just memorize
random facts. I try to learn from the
matches we've been in before. Questions
that have been asked in one match
usually are asked in other matches."
When the new Quiz Bowl sponsor
Mr. Larry Perreault was asked what
type of student would be better at Quiz
Bowl, he responded, "Being good
academically doesn't necessarily mean
that you wou Id do well in Quiz Bowl 1
but it does he lp."
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Frederick's
Body Shop
2715 W Walnut St.
Paris
(479) 963-2242

SPEAK the Part

•

English might just be the most complex and conflicting
language. Four years of English classes sound s typical and
expected for American students, but it sounds overwhelming for
international students, overwhelming but necessary in order to
get better at English .
For the 49 international students, these classes cause
plenty of problems. But one of the reasons they come to
America is to learn to speak and write English. Some come
with some fluency; others do not. Learning and living and
breathing in a new language is hard work, but "after word s"
they begin to see some improvement.
David Kim said, " It's hard, but after every homework,
project, test, I feel like I am getting better at English."

Jun-Tae Ko (11)

Periscope is rea ll y fun for
me. We gather all Lhe
infom::nion:, and \\ rite about

all tho~e interesting thin2s.
fun facu.. school news ~d

tuff. and "'e clear the style.
checking with teacher.
As soon as we finish. we get
ready to hand out our
Peri:,cope.

Most fun pan i~ when some
people tell me tha1 they liked
my stor1. That makes me

Right: Patrick Leavey's demonstration speech was on how to make a milkshake. His
classmates enjoyed this particular talk; after all, they got to taste the final product.

happy all the time.

Periscope Staff : Joe Chanoine, Aaron Flake, Jun•Tae

Ko, Taylor Goodson, Dominic De Salvo, Patrick Weigant,
Allen Harnson, Jacob Nehus. Hasten Freeman, Bnan
Donnelly, Chns S1ebenmorgen

=---====::..._--,
"Preparing for
speeches and
presentations
are hard,
especially
making the
speech last a
certain amount
of time."

Chan Su
Shin
(10)

"It's a really hard
class for me
because they
gave me a topic
and made me talk
about that for a
long amount of
time. It's real ly
hard to do it for
me because I am
not that good at
English ."

"It's hard
sometimes, but
sometimes
topics are pretty
epic.
It is pretty fun
class for
students. •
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Happily Ever After
1-1 South Express Street
Paris, Ark.
479-963-2300

Band · Danny Kopad,, ~tichacl O,,epa, Garrett Kuna,
Daniel \ Ip.>~, Grant PiL--chocki, Haden Hudson, T,·ler

LOST
in the

World of Music

Schlutcrm,1n, Jacob Haddock, Jam<."'-On Hall, Ja,-m!'
Arm:-.trong, Austin Mor\c'au, R."tfa Lu, Toby Tu~,.

Eli Sore~-. Fearg.:11 Gilmore, Danny Mora, Eli Hckel,
Jun Tac Ko, Kvc Hnon Jo, \1in Soo Kim, Lavton
1\ehu.:;, D.:mici Heinrichs, Scol,., Young Kim." Je Young
Yoo, Au..,tm \\'interberg, Z.ich Boyer, Tob~ Fang,J.P
Thoma~. Bani,..., Bra~II. Au.!>lin Wallace

Music surrounds our lives; we sleep, eat, play
and study with music in our ears.
And some of us take classes to improve our
appreciation and ability. One of these classes
features the music of jazz.
Every year the teacher Mr. Roy Goetz has to
turn down students; he simply cannot take every
student who would like to be in the band.
One of his jobs as jazz band director is to correct
players' problems.
Toby Fang (12) said, "I made lots of mistakes in
class but he helped me to fix them. Now I play
guitar better than before."

"I've played guitar for two
years. It's fun to go and fo
what I love to do everyday
in Jazz band"

Banks Brasel/
(10)

Choir: G,1gc Ma~hall, PengJ'i Zhou, \lichael
VanGaa:,.b...>t>k, Jdfre} Fulml•r, Derek Pagel, Aaron

Flake, Jackson Horn, \1alcolm \ litchell, Joe Chanoine,
Anthony RL>t.-d, Seung Hoon Song, Ta~-lor Johns, Ho Jin

"Band is actually
awesome. I can
play with other
people."

Austin
Winterberg
(10)
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Kwon, Ju-,tin Little, Sten~ Song, Robert l(jm, Hyong
M,ln Ba(', Jae S.."'<1 l(\.', Robert Elder, Zach Ruesewald,
Thom.i!- Dvkslr~, Jnscph \'\' illems, Gregory Frederick,
J.icob Myers, Abe Vierthaler, l)(,,·in Bak-s, Cody Eveld,
Allen Ar.iy.ikitipong, Jl'ff Lee, Jake Kim

OF STRENGTH

HJ tlimk that t't'i.TT{Om' t/111/ m1:,
on /lit· trom srt-n•·a lot aml
imprm1nl tl1t•m:,dt~ ora flit·
cm1rse11ftl11·.-.c.11:;o11_•

For the last three years, senior Robert Elder has
pushed and nearly coerced or wheedled members of the
Academy to sign up, join the elite, get up and run. The
cross country team remained undermanned, but finally
this year, Rob's dream of a team of runners was realized.
Joe Chanoine, a junior who joined in the Fall of 2009,
said, "The moment when I finally ran better than Rob in
an event was probably the grea test moment in my life."
The cross country team had a good yea r and proved
with the right people Subiaco co uld have an excellen t
team. Rob thought that everyone had a good year and
hoped Subiaco will keep a cross country team from now
on. Rob has had an impact on Subiaco that not many
students eve r have.

Ross Dl<s

G,geM.,r,hall

(11)

(10)

"I'm re,1lly
happy with
what I did this
season. I've
ne,·crdone
this before and
it w~spretty
fun.

"I think ifs
incredible
what we did
this vear. We
wenl from
having no
track team at
all to havi~.S a
great team

"I like cross country so much

bL>c<n1sc it's always fun . Every
lime I run I get this great
adrenalin rush. Also the

Quintum 1-l"!Jns
Hit wa~ a good SalNJn tlii.~ .v,•11r

am/ I IIOflf' ll't' /J,roc a !11.·tlrr 01w
next ylwr.H

K)'l<llid,rm(10)

"When I joined
Cross Country
in the middle of
the year I was
worried about
how I would
do, but Rob
i...cpt helping me
and it turned
out well."

~
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Lensing Bros.,
Inc.
Subiaco, Ark.
479-934--1310

Push
to

LlN\Tr
There may be no player
who better epitomizes the
work ethic coaches look for
in players than J.P. Thomas.
For four yea rs, he was a pa rt
of the Trojan football team.
His fellow teammates appre- -....__ _ _ __,
dated his wiJJingness to line J.P. Thomas 02)
up on the sidelines, his wiJlingness to cheer on
his teammates and keep them fired
up in the game, and his readiness when he was
called in to jump in if needed .
Though he has seen limited playing time, it
is J.P.'s heart and dedication to the game and
his team that have earned him the respect of
his fellow players. One fellow player and
classmate, Patrick Weigant, affectionately
called him the .. Rudy .. of the Trojan team.
According to manager Dominic De Salvo,
J.P. was cheerful, even during off-seasons, and
pushed people to make themselves better.

!he 2010 roo1ball team accompName

Lamar
Magazine
Waco

Booneville
Dover
Clarksville
Waldron
Dardanelle
Mena

Pottsville
Ashdown

Subi

Them

42
27
0

14
35
47
23
13
14
26

7
19
52
34
14
23
0
17

lishOO ,·mother team goal thi!i
year For the first time in school
hi~torr we ho-.ted a state plavoff
game. II i!i one thing to set goob
at the beginning of the year but ti
t,,k~ a !-.pt.'Ci,11 group of young men
'--...;;;a__ __,
to actually accomplish thern.
Head Coach
Through hard work and dedic,1tion,
our football pla~cr.; and coaches ha\·e Mike Berry
been able to achjen~ some thing~ that
many pt."'<)ple thought were impo---.ible at Subiaco.
Go Trojans !1!"

13
2
21

37
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Bob's Auto Repair
Subiaco, AR
479-934-4306

Top Row: Coach Mall Noble, Banks Brasell, Derek Pagel, Blake Wallis, Patrick Wcigant, J~ph Boltuc,
Jonathon Parks, Jody Chauvin, Hasten Freeman, Josef Camacho, Coach D.J. Johnson, Head Coach Mike Berry
Third Row: Coach Kenneth Stovall, Jaeseo Lee, Robert Kim, Manuel Velenzucla•Artola, Michael Berry, Brian
Donnelly, Matt Burt, Michael VanCaasbeek, Joseph Kramer, Kyle Kremers, Coach A.J. Jeu
Second Row: Austin Breed, Daniel Mora, ELi Schluterman, Seth Drewy, J.P. Thomas, Hancul Hong, Branton
Sims, Lucas Koch, Kye Hoon Jo
Bottom Row: Danny Kopack, Jin Ho Jang, Jacob Nchus, Darrell Doss, Marquis Walters, Chris Siebenmorgen,
Cameron Mask, Conan (}.;borne, Greg Kelley

1) Chris S,ebermorgen, defens 1, t' te,1 m c,1ptam, makes an 1mpress1, e tackle against
a Magazine plit\er 2) Milnuel Valenzuela-Artolil returned as the kh.. ker for the
team He comp ll'ted -tt, extra pomts on the season 1) Matt Burt blocks for
runn10g back Darrell Doss -1) Patrick \\'eigant pu.:ks up his man m the L..1mar
season opener
5) Jacob Nehus pu.:ks up another block, this time from M!Chael Berrv

Kuts by Huck
Paris. AR
479-963-'.!4'.'. I

favorite

Those eve1y-diy pr;x:tices develop
the skills .;i1ld .;ibilitles to m.;ite
.;i stronger, better pldyer.

Drills

Junior high
learns the

"That one drill where there
arc 7 players-..! defense and
3 offense- is my favorite
drill. I like this drill because
it lets me practice my hits."
- Eric Ledieu. 8

DRlLL
"My favorite

drill is Bloody
Alley and I keep
practicing hard
every day. I
believe these
effo rts wou ld
make me go to
state."

Kristian Holt, 9

Tulsa drill, that i,, my
ianmte drill of football
practicL' '

Practices are designed to help
players improve their skills for the
week's game. In fact, most players
would agree that drills m.ike for better
football players.
Head coach Michael Berry said,
"We have form tackling, ball drills for
skill position players, foot drills for
offensive linemen, escape drills for
defensive linemen. These arc al l
fundamental drills that we use eve ry
day to help develop the skills of our
junior high players."
Many junior high football player
agree: they really enjoy their every
day practices \-Vith a ,·ariety of drills.

• Nicholas Feloc 7

"Blood, Alie, ism,· fa\'orite
drill. I im·e this driil because
there arc no sissy jukes and
si~sy mo,·es. It is an all-out
contact drill."
-Kamron Hurst, 9

" I lik~ 1 ulsa Drill because it

m,1kcs mt• think, especialh

\\ hen I'm running the bali."
-Chns Reed. 9

SCOREBOARD
"My favorite drill is dummy
races. I would \·Vin the battle
against other linemen."
Wesley Ti mmerman, 8

(479) 934-4207

Us

Them
10
30

\ta~,l.line

h

L1m~u
Dmt•r
Waldron

18

Dard.1nc•llc•

I)

26
27

\11..•n,1

14

lb

0
8

28
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Logan County Farmers
Co-op

Team

r;•r<.t rO\,..-Jonathon Little, Br(.>(Ulon Feltennan, Patricl.. "-.:abhol,. \htchcll &·~ . Jarrod Brown. Jacl..
1
l.'rtJem, Adam \lu-.grow
I Jumor high offonsl\e hnemcn \,a1t ior lht• firs! ,n,1p of thL' 2010 ~.1~m
,l f1rst-,ear Tm1an, pla,, both offt•ns1H' ,md dl'fL•ns1\£' pos1t1ons hke most
of his te.1mmates
1 K,1mron Hurst (9), iumor high QB p,l'>:-.(.'S to ,1 rL'CL'L\ e r
4 To stop ,1 Magazine ball earner J,lCk Ht•rllL•m (8) rt•,1tht-s out ,md tackles him
<; On lhL• n"li zone, Ia n Bullock (9) and Chn-.tlan I 0\-H'f"\ (8) ,lllL·m pt to stop the Magazine
ba ll t,Ufl L'r
2 Chn-, Reed (9)

~:~nd rmv- M.ucl'lll El!,ondo, Joseph Hart, Log,m t.:reml'r, f ric L..~•~u, Au .. tm Schluterman, Mi-.tian
I, Andrew Komp, Nicholas Fclu., Sam Trucmper, Chmt,1m IO\\l'f"\

~ird row- Bradley St..111, Eric Austin, Wesley Timmcrm,m, John DiLk!.on, Dalton \lilll'r, Zac~ry
Ut>sewald, Mich,i'd Brocl..man, K,1mron J lursl, Co,.1y held, l,rn Bullocl.., Frie C.1uthron, Alex Bo\\'m,m

Hardwicke Furniture
& Appliance
-179-963-2232

Top: Daniel Dunham (9) dribbles the ball down court
and looks to pass to an open teammate.
Bottom: Zlch Ruesewald (9) hopes to a\'oid the

Junior high basketball practices everyday
during seventh period. Coach Jason George
puts his team through many drills that help
increase stamina, ball-handling, and shooting
precision.
The practices are more than a work-out;
they are d 1aracter builders. Drills range from
a simple lay-up drilJ to an endurance sprint
tl1at involves dribbling two balls.
Many junior high basketball members have
a favorite and least favorite dri.11.
"Two balls and a partner is my favorite
drW because it is chal.lenging and
competitive," said Cody Eveld.
The practice puts the team through
grueling work to help them succeed in their
games. "Practice isn't the best thing in the
world, but the games are fun," said Zach
Ruesewa ld.
The tea m puts in a lot of effort during each
practice. It may not be a lways fun, but the
team learns and grows from the extensive
practices.

"My least favo rite drill is the shell drill
because too much work is involved and
a lot of leg endurance."

"My fa vori te drill is 2 ball and a partner.
It makes you work harder to be a better
ball handler."

Charleston
Ozark
Roland
Dardanelle
Cedar\"ille
Mena
Potts,·ille
Van Buren
Waldron
DO\·er
Boone\'ille
Mena
Pott:--\·ille
\i\ialdron

Daniel Dunham (9)

Page sponsered by

LOOKS BY
LESLEY
479-963-HAIR (4247)

Basketball Team: Jordan O'Dell, Sam Truemper, Christian Lowery, Austin Schlutcrman,
Daniel Dunham, Jacob Myers, Andrew Komp, Joseph Harl, Jonathon Little, Eli Hekel, Austin
Beck, Kristian Holt, Evan Strobel, Min Jae Kim, Jack Hertlein, Stephen Kruse, Zach
Ruesewald, Kamron Hurst, Chris Reed, Cody Eveld, Brendan Lee, Wesley Timmerman,
Dylan Ford

Chris Reed (9) floats in midair on ,1 field goal attempt. Chris made seven points in this game and was
the team's high-scorer. He played in the senior high district games.

Us
30
II
2-1
35
30
49
35
-15
3-1
-16
-16
-15
3-1
-10

Them
s.i

28
35
46
-13
29
38
61
33
35
27
25
42
.J-l

75

In the game,,
rough on thee
picture below,
could happen.

Playing T1ME
The basketball season had a rocky tart
with six losses in the first two months. For
many the season proved a difficult one of
regrouping and developing experience.
one of the five starters from the 2010
sq uad returned, resulting in a young varsity
team for 2010-211.
ln fact, the only senior was Hasten
Freeman, who sat out quite a bit in previous
years due to injuries.
Sophmorc Seth Drewry and Kyle
Thielemier saw more time on the court as a
result. Seth said, "l was extremely happy
when Coach asked me to be on the ,·arsity
team."
"The goal for this basketball season is to
ge t ready for ne,t year. A lot of people left
last year and we need to get back into decent
shape before v1•e try to w in next year,'' said
Jody Chauvin, a three-year junior.

Opponent
Rogers
North Side
Dardanelle
Mena
Mt. Home
Camden
Sheridan
Pottsville
Southside
Clarks,·illc
Waldron
Dover
Booneville
Dnrd.inelle
Mena
Pottsville
Waldron
Do\·er
Boone\·ille
Clarks,illc

54
29

72
38
56
61

65
45
29
53
52
5-l
35
50
48

-!0
-!3
42
6-l
43

came h('rc I didn't
know wh;it tc,

-ll
45

Kyle Thielemier

56

47
-!9
27
37

66
District Tournament

e>..pecl, but
through
bnskctball l ha\'c

made manv new
friends." ·

'I like playing
ba~kctball .J lol I
like how when I go
out on the court I
feel like nothing else
matters but the
game.
Hasten Freeman
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Lensing Bros., Inc.
Subiaco, Ark.
-! 79-93-!-1310
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mom[®nts TO REMEMBER. ••

TENNIS TEAM CONTINUES THEIR

COM I NATION

--

(9)

D

-(10)

Vurm

D

Santiago Almada spik~ the ball near the net, giving him the point and the
game. Santiago went lo di!>lrict with a record of 6-2 in singles.

Tennis season finished 7-2.
The two losses were from
Union Christian and Shiloh.
ll1e # 1 doubles team (Tyler
Schluterman and FeargaJ
Gilmore) and single (Santiago
Almada) won district. At state
Santiago made it to the second
round, and Tyler and Feargal
won fourth.

Page sponsered by

Logan County Bank
Scranton and Subiaco

938-2511

G

Top: Feargal Gilmore deafeated all his
opponent;. during regular sea!IOn,
won di~tric with his doubles parbler
Tyler Schlutcnnan. ln state, he and his
p.irtner Tvlcr finished -Ith.

934-4203
Front Row: Rafa Lu, Steve Song, Stephen Baker, Jackson Hom, Bradley Marcum, Santiago Almada
Back row: Bokun Sun, Patrick Leavcy, Tyler Schluterrmm, Feargal Gilmore, Ak>c Rhe,m1s, and Grant
Piechocki
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Trojans carry on,
forever moving toward the goal

Undefeatable
Spirits
The sports programs provided by Subiaco
Academy haYe something in common,
something which perhaps represents the
motto of Subiaco Acadcm\': an undefeatable
spirit. In !!tpite of hard pr;ctice
or bad game results,
this spirit leads Trojans to enjoy
the game.
The baseball team puts in
practice and field time,
all in hopes of a good season.
v\.'e looJ... to
''We won our first confer~::-~;n~~~pe
ence game last year. That has
that we can
not been done in a while I
achieve our
think," Coach A.J. Jcu said.
go..,ls."
Daniel Mora, one of the
Head Coach
most enthusiastic players on
A.J.Jeu
the baseball team, said, ''Baseball is tough and hard and you
really need to focus on it. If I work hard, I
will ~e\·er think of giving up."
With a definite and reasonable goal
and a strong spirit, ba~ball players should
ha,·c the discipline to go fonvard.

GOAL
"To ha, ea great ~·ear and
e, ('I)' one tx• he.-.lth)

"Well, it's been a part of my
life and fam ily for a long time
and it's been my fovoritc sport
since I was a kid.~
Josep h Kramer, 11

Coach Chris Harrison

'Wliat tfoes 6ase6a{[ mean to you?

Page sponsored by

• A sport where we can ha,·e
friendly competition and have
fun in general."

Joey Sayre, 12

80

Coach A.J. Jeu and Coach Chris Harrison call a quick meeting of the team before practice gets goin~•
Players and coaches must endure the quirl,s of spring wealhl.'r .,., they prepare for the season.

1 CltLhl'r Chns S1L'bl•nmorgen (12) sta\s \,arm bt•hmd tht• platt•
2 RithMd M.mmon (8) practices for his first bast•ball stw-.on m AmL•ncc1
1 Shortstop Jol'\ S.n rt• ( 12) has dedJCatl'd his spnngs for the last four Vl'ars to the
~•lnw of b.isl'b,1\1
4 Z,1d1M\ Rul'st'\\ aid (9), a hrst-vear Tro1an, has pl,wed b,11\ m TL•xas for mam vears
~ &•ntor Bn,m Donnel Iv\\ as one of th!." starting pitchers

Danielle's
Beauty Salon
Paris, Ark.
936-2558

Shining Moments

Every move, every second,
every practice makes

Endurance

Seol Young Kini

10
I bt:lieve h!!i~ht
is not

everything,
so I also beliew I
can be as good
as \ 1ess.i.

Some lu cky people are born good a t
sports, but mos t a re not and fo r those
pocplc lots of practice ma kes the ir
end ura nce better w hich happens to be a n
im portan t pa rt in many sports.
Li ke othe r spo rts, soccer requires lots of
practice time a nd end urance. Soccer
players need good accelera tion and good
sustai ning power. Since players use lots of
energy on the field, the p layers must
practice hard and fo r a long time. Practices
build endurance an d energy, which they
need to su rvive an SO-minu te game.
Jake Kim (lO), who only began playing
soccer last yea r, sajd, "I was not born with
good genetics fo r sports, but now I've been
play ing socce r fo r 3 years a nd J a lways
practice ha rd a nd tha t is making my
endura nce, soccer skill s better a nd be tter
every sing le d ay."

DoD!I Geo• Sbia

12
I want to~
rt.•all~ good al
~T:--0

C\erbod)Will

J...nowm, name
.
\\di.

Alec Rheams

12
Mv best moment
was \,hen I

... 1..irll.-daVarsi~
game.

Sung HWan Jau1111 1121
By running at full speed,
kicking the ball much
further, fighting against
opponenb to win the ball, I
and my teammates ha\'e

losePIICllan\1~ best
m~lment was
last year \\ hen I
S(:On->d game
winning goal at
\forrilton ,, ith
a l:171l'ft.

learned to play soccer.
Howe\·er, of talents or
skills, the most important
thing was effort. So, if we
try much harder, we can
make a better resul t.

Dan>etYlm
10
It ft_.,,_.J~sogood
when I ai:tualh
fiWJ.red out thdt I

Manuet Vatenzueta-Allota cm

got ~tter than
~fore. That
(impro,·ernt..'Jlll
makesmepla'"
.-.oc~r.

Endurance i.s pretty
important ,l!> much a!>
running drill!>, -.mce in the
g,1me that i!<, what you do,
you run a lot, becaw.e e\'en
if vou han:- great -.kills if
you don't ha\'e l.'ndurance

,ind your re-,istancc isn't
good, you won't do that
wt'II

82

l Coach Ed\\ m D1sang ust.-s some foot "ork on senior Greg Frederick

2 Sophomon.• S,m hago Almada kicks mf1eld
1 In frl'l'Ztng \\eather, Mmsoo Kim (12) and Jalk B,ll' (9) and Thoma~ Dvkstra (9)
race up to the hill behmd the gvm as p.irt of <.:nnd1honmg drills m Januan
4 Robert Kim (9) dribbk>s tlw ball, workmg on ball control
5 Junior Je Young Yon kel'ps pushing dl'spttl' an miury on his knee

llobeflllm
10
The~t

moment e-..-er I
had 1,aswhcn I
~ored the ftrst

goal in state
game last year.

SL1bi Fanatics
The studen ts of Subiaco like many different teams. Walking down the
hallway, one can see numerous sports jackets supporting teams such as
the Arka nsas Razorbacks or the Philadelphia Eagles.
There is a uni versal consensus for one team, though. That team is the
Subiaco Trojans. Th rough passion and school spirit, the student bod y
defines itself as no t Subiaco fans but Subiaco fanatics.
It is the first Friday of the school year and Andrew Ah n (9) is
bewildered that the student body takes school spirit so seriously. "It's after
school and I'm abou t to head back to my dorm when I hea r all this
screaming. I follow the noise and find myself face to face with a huddled
group of freshman shouting 'Subiaco' at the top of their lungs. Thal is
when I realized how dedicated the student body is to the sport teams."
Other students such as Ste\'en Baker (9) share simjJar memories. Tm at
a football game and suddenly a Subiaco senior is yelling at me for not
cheering. It was certainly a wake up call."
Steven Kruse, another new ninth graderi concludes best the school's
strong sense of pride in their sports teams:"Welcomc to Subiaco, home of
the fanatics."

~, rtiillytT!p•y

lrumg n,-.v

--

My e, nt t 'Bm Is the
Heat tx.:cause
M,
they always olay harrl

anu do what is
n x-esary to wrn
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Luke Gu isl (11 ), Joseph Kramer( 11 ), and Robert fldt.•r ( 12)
celebrate a touchdown by the Arkansas Razorb.icb during the
Sugar Bowl. Several students watched the game in the
Bunkcrstubc.
Joseph Chanoine ( 11) ,1nd di1Ssm.1tcs
show their enthusi,1sm for the SubiilCO
Trojans during a pep rally.
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SPARKS OF SUPPORT

FEARGAL GILMORE

"All our faces were smiling the day
Patrick was born."
Congratulations!
Morn, Dad,
James, Katie, Mid,ael, Julian, Elizabeth,
Chris, Tommy, Austin, Brett, Jacob, Hannah,
Titus, Julia, Stephen, and Timothy
(Brotherhood)

Feargal, we are so proud of you. From the day you were born, you showed great
strength, independence and true sensitivity to others. No task was too big or
challenging for you. From drinking through a straw at 8 months old to kipping a
grade in elementary school, you've always showed your readiness and determination.
Birthday invitations were always hidden in your back pack to avoid hurting other
children who may not have gotten an invitation.
You've never faltered even though the road was tough at times. At the very young age
of 11 yea rs, you were in the thick of Hurricane Katrina, having just started school in
Mississippi and even though this changed the whole course of events for you, you took
it all in your stride.
Feargal, we love you dearly. Keep up the good work.
Mom and Dad

DEREK PAGEL
Dear Derek,
I never dreamed that when 1sent you off to camp 4 years ago that you would
turn out to be a "Subi Man!" You loved Subiaco the first time your feet hit the
ground there. God put you where you were supposed to be. I am so proud of
all of your accomplishments. There is so much more in store for you! Hold
onto your dreams, stay close to God and His word. There is nothing that you
cannot accomplish with Him at your side. I love you with all my heart.

Congratulations to a great son
and brother.
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Henry, Hannah,
Charlotte, Helen and Peter

Love,

Mom

Derek,
Congratulations on all your success at Subiaco. I hope it carries on to the
future. I'm proud of you.
Love,
Dad

I command you: be firm and steadfast!
Do not fear nor be di mayed, for the Lord
your God is with you wherever you go.
Josl,ua 1:9

We have loved helping you grow
up to become such a wonderful

young man. Thanks for being a great

Derek,

son. We arc very proud of you.

It has been a such a short time that we were
blessed with our first grandchildren, our

We love you,

miracle hvins, Derek and Kelsey . \Ve ha\'e

Mom and Dad

always been proud of you. Thank you for all
our wonderful memories. Subiaco Academy
is#l.

Since the second g rade you wanted to

be a Trojan and you will be for life. We
are so proud of you and all that you
have achieved at Subiaco. Jt doesn't
end here - it is just the beginning and
you are well prepared.
Stay close to God & family in all things.
Love,

Dad, Mom & Stephanie

11

THE NATURAL STATE

Lo\'e,

Ma and Pa
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Blake,
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SUNGH WAN JAUNG

beeo..,,,e a~d all +l.a+
aeeo..,,,pl;sl,ed. 5+a'1
c.o<"l+i"'ve f-o

Dear my lovely son Sunghwan,

do

Congratulations on your graduation.
We sincerely appreciate that you grew up
to become a bright and happy young man
who always does his best in every task.
You are truly a blessing to us and we are
so proud of you. Please don't forget that
we will always stand behind you all the
way and pray for you.

ROBE RT ELDER
TOTHE

We are so proud of you! We love you!
Love & Prayers,
Dad & Morn

KEITH DUNN
We are so proud of you for your
choices of St. Joseph and then
Subiaco. Congratulations on all of
your accomplishments. Keep making
those good decisions and you will
accomplish all your dreams.
We love you!

Mom, Dad and Gary

Veronica, Jeff &
Timothy
Robin,
Nathaniel &
Allison

JACOB

CHRIS
SIEBEN MORGEN

NEHUS

As we think i'!bout the past 17 years, we know we have

It is hard to believe four years at Subiaco Academy have come to a dose. You have grown into a young man right before
our eyes. You ha ve brought such joy in to our lives and we are so proud of you. The memories you have made at Subi wi lJ
last you a life time. Onward Trojan Jacob into the wor ld and conquer what God has chosen for you.
We love you with all our hearts!

been blessed and we are truly proud of you. You ha,·e
brought so much joy and happiness to our Lives. Our
prayer for you is that you never lose sight of your dreams
and always strive to be the person God created you to
become. We know that if you set your mind and heart to
something, you will have much happiness and success in
your life. Remember always keep God at the center of your
life.

Mom, Dad, and Emily
"I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me."
Phillipia11s 4:13

You ha,·e worked so hard and it has
paid off! Words can't describe hO\\'
proud we all arc. Congratulations
and may God keep blessing you.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Libby,
Kate & Matthew

Congratulations Tyler!
We are so proud of you
and love you always.
Mom& Dad,
Amy&Alex
Adam, Rachael,
Katie, Carter
Keith, Haley, Emma
Lauren & Cody

TAYLOR GOODSON
Congratulation!)! We are proud of who you ha,·e
become and of your accomplishmenb thus far.
Each year we ha,·e watched you reach goals that
seemed so far away, each one with its highs and
lows, each leaYing special memories in your heart
and ours.
Continue setting those higher goals. Each ,viii offer
excitement, challengl's and rewards. They can only
make you a stronger, more responsible man.

Go

TROJANS

Remember all those thu~ far that have contributed to
your education. Always give St. Joseph's and
Subiaco Academy an honorary place deep in your
heart.
Be thankful for all you ha,e been gh·en. Set your
sights on that college goal. Before you know it, it
will be reached and yet another set.

Welm·e you!
Dad, Mom and Ashley

l On ThuM.,,· llf (.1tholK S..:hoob
\\t.>ck l)an. :\ll-l•cl>. -1). all St."llior
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bowl in~.

.
.

!. Mr. Greg Timmcm,.111 -.u~r\·1~ .15
.,tudcnb- ,,nJ Mcult) lo,1d up the
buse-s for tho.' tnp to fort ~nuth.

I Si:.; d;i\ .. "~re l.l!-1 due to -.nm\ and i!e
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COLOPHON
PAX 201 1
VOLUME 65

The sixty-fifth volume of PAX
Yearbook is a pu blication of Subiaco
Academy, 405 . Subiaco Ave.,
Subiaco, Arka nsas 72865. A total of
200 books we re printed by Jostens
Publishing Company in Topeka,
Kansas. Portraits were taken by Life
Toud1 in Little Rock, Arkansas. Most
candid photos were taken by the Pax
staff, JeYou ng Yoo, Mrs. Beverly
Nehus, and Br. Ephrem 0-Bryan.
Palatine font was used for the copy,
captions, and quotes. Copy was in 10
point and captions and quotes were in
8. Various points a nd fonts were used
for the headlines.
Members: Jae Seo Lee, Kye Hoon Jo,
Stephen Baker, Sam Chisholm, and
Frank Taylor.
Advisor Mrs. Hermina Fox
School Representative: Randy Joe
Hamilton
Cover: High Gloss Custom Li tho

when I had to take hvo
pictures of C\'errone in the
8th and 7th grade classes
and the next hardest was the
pages where I wasn't s ure
what I ,vas s upposed to do."
Frank Taylor

'Taking journalism has been
a grea t experience. I didn't
start until the second
semester but the experience
has been unique to 5a)' the
least. The hardest thing I
had to do was collect 4
quotes from people I didn't
know at all."
Sam Chisholm

"When I first arrived a t my
Journalism class and
receh·ed my first assignment
taking two pictures of
e,·ery freshmen, I knew this
class would require an
exorbitant amount of time
and dedication."
Stephen Baker

or

"When I first took this class I
noticed that I needed to do
things because my teacher
wanted me to take so many
pictures everyday."
Jae Seo Lee

"At the beginning of the
year, I expected journalism
class to be easy stuff that I
can make it through well.
However, it required many
things from me; the
dilligence in every works,
skill for writing and the
strict obser\'ance of time."
Kye Hoon Jo

in the U.S.,

are a

growing nuisance
in hotels, stores,
office buildings
and homes In all
50 states.

Aepubhcans r
Aepresentattv
Aepresentat

Alaska Senator Lisa
Murkowskt is re-elected
as a wnte-in candidata.

NASA's EPOXI
M1ss10n shows
amazing images of

comet Hartley 2.
23mi11ronm1!es
away from Eanh. in

November2010
The NBA and W
Teens, an aw
ed

- ~:~::,,;;;:-,= ·==

Researchers using lru1t
flies lo study human

~ ~ ~:,....--:;.;. :\:v~~::,,17t
ol the same problems as
obese people. 1ncluding
high cholesterol and
difficulty regulating Insulin

NASA-funded astf0b1ology
researchers discover a new
life form, a bactenum that
can use the toxic chemic.al
arsenic as fuel for grow,ng

and rebuilding Itself

fooon ill!

,,rct I H\ de-m-one

Golfer Jonathan Byrd wins
his fourth PGA Tour victory
with a hole-in-one on the
fourth playoff hole in the
Justin Timberlake Shnners
Hospitals !or Children Open.

The Chicago BlackhaWks
win their first Stanle')' Cup
since ~961 In Game 6,
they defeat the Ph1tadelph1a
Ayers 4 to 3 in overtime.

LeBron James announces
via live ESPN special that
he is leaving the Cleveland
Cavaliers to join the Miami

Heal. Fans and commentators

The Penn State N1nany LJons
women's volleyball team
sweeps Caiiforma 10 take the
NCAA title for the fourth year

The NFL announces
that players can be
suspended without
pay for dangerous
htts to an opponent's
head. The move 1s
aimed at preventing
tacklinginJuries.

In the Breeders' Cup
Classic at Churchill Downs,
thoroughbred champion

racehorse Zenyatta ends
her 19-race winning streak,
losing by a head 10 Blame.

Jackie Evancho, the 10-year•
old soprano who came to
fame on America's Got Talent,
releases a bestselling holiday
CO/DVD tilled O Holy Night

Country supergroop
Lady Antebellum took
home five Grammy awards.
including Song of the Year
and Aecoo:l of the Year.

Came Underwood wows the
American Music Awards. Her
third studio album. Play On,

gamers the Country MUSIC Favome Album award

Members of the
Vatastro family.
of Carlo's Bake
Shop in Hoboken,
become popular

This Is deflnltely not your
lather's boom box. The
latest MP3 technology
combined with 1960s styling
make this machine a must
for modern parties

Suzanne Collins publishes Mockingjay, the third
and final book in her popular science fiction series.
The Hunger Games trilogy.

Featuring a new
keyboard and 63 songs,
Rock Band 3 is released
worldwide. Its Pro mode
mimics the experience of
playing real instruments.

Black Ops, the seventh
!nstallmeflt in the C8R of Duty
game series, sells a racordbteaking 7 n'IIIIIOO copies 111
the first 24 hours of 115 release.
returns to late night
television. Conan
uses Tw1t1er and

YouTube to
announce the
premiere ol Conan

Wii

In The Lost Hero, the sequel
to his Percy Jackson & the
Olympians series, author
Rick Riordan Introduces
three new characters:
Jason, Piper and Leo.

Younger kids get their very own dance video game. Just
Dance Kids challenges Wii players to master more than
40 dances !ed by real kids.

on TBS.

earn acombmed
$1., b!ltlon at the
box office.
Troe Gnt, a mythic Western
adventure story, earns 10
Academy Award nominations
lnciudlng Best Picture.

C:
both guys and girls. Just

add a pa1r of perfectly

wom,.ans

Mineral Makeup
Beauty mavens
&gf1:18: mineral makeup
rocks. These sheer,

Hipp,estyle1s

hQhtwetght, powdery

Tie-dyed effects
on Shirts and

fonnulas are the
smart a11emat1ve to
gooey, pore-<:IOgging
foundatlOf'IS

:,Pil ow Pets
Now It's a stuffed
arumal. And now
,rs a pdlow. Puffy,
popular PillowPets
may be the snugghest.
softest trend of
the year.

Self•expression 1s always
In fashion and the nght hat
makes 11 easy to add panache
(and hide a bad hair day}. All
you need is a cute fedora Of a

Jaunty newsboy cap

There's nothll'lg obve drab
about t!'ll!!I 1reod. M tary
)atkets are snappy. sleek
and chic- a far cry from the
OV8lSIZed ~ surplus look
of yesteryear.

d

Go for an edgy, urban look
1n rhese Amencan Rag Twm
S1onny catgos-pertectly
~ with a belted Cowl

Tha boy-style plaid ftannel
shirt IS a popular look for

hip once morB.

milestone as the modem Stone
Age family turns 50 on
September 30, 2010. A
special Google Doodle marks
theoccasioo.

The BP 011 spill was the top
topic of 2010, according to
Yahoo! Here are the year's
top 10 search terms:
1. BPOilSpiU
2. WorldCup
3. Miley Cyrus
4 Kim Kardashian

5
6.
7.
8.

LadyGaga
1Phone
Megan Fox
Justin Bieber

9. American Idol
10. Britney Spears

as convernently
located veod1ng
machines for DVDs
and video games.
Just pick a flick
and swipe your
credit carcl.

High-speed broadband
devices are on the verge of
mufti-channel h1gh-definrt1on
TV broadcast ng thanks
to eme,g1ng WiMAX 4G
technology that improves
image and data capabilities

Thil161l'91Wald8aOIIIIICIIOn
llpmlldonSFl~IIOClc.
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